
  

GLOBAL BUSINESS SOLUTIONS 1 

 

C19 TERS FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

The following questions were raised during the TERS webinar (primarily for those within hospitality and liquor sectors) held on 19 July 2021. Hopeful of providing clarity to 

affected employers/employees, most importantly a way forward on the right action steps to take to unblock challenges, we have compiled this list of FAQ and recommended 

actions. This will also be utilised to highlight the ongoing problems being experienced by employers and raised at the NEDLAC forum. 

Attached is the uFiling Champions list received from the UIF as well as the results of the poll taken during the webinar.  

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Q: Some of the ex-staff are being told that they are still registered and receiving TERS from the company (we have not applied for them). They are being told to pay money 

have to Department of Labour - please advise why. We were told from the Department of Labour that if you retrenched people those people need to pay all their TERS back… 

is this right? 

TERS could only be claimed for employees. This means that an employer could lodge a TERS claim for any employee within a period of employment, if the employee suffered 

income loss due to Covid19-related restrictions such as temporary lay-off, reduced hours, reduced salaries etc. TERS is payable up until the day before the date of 

retrenchment or termination (for any reason). This means that if someone was retrenched on 25th of June and received full TERS for June, then either they should apply for 

unemployment benefits from 1 July 2020, or employer/employee is obligated to pay back 5 days’ worth of TERS benefits, i.e. 26 – 30 June 2020. Terminated employees would 

have to claim for normal unemployment benefits from date of termination.  

Q: Why are staff who were on maternity leave anywhere between Oct 2019 and Feb 2020 not getting paid even though they are working/contributing UIF since March 2020?  

Perhaps the problem is that UIF did not receive the UI19 confirming return to work for these individuals. Recommend submitting UI19 confirming return to work date, and 

this should then release individuals’ hold on TERS and get payments happening.  

Q: We have employees who have not yet received TERS payments due to their ID being on HOLD at Labour, however no one can tell us why these are on hold. What can we 

do to assist these employees? The response from Call Centre to simply keep checking back on the portal is not helpful, especially to the unhappy employee who doesn’t 

understand what they are being blocked. 

Employees’ IDs could be on HOLD due to investigations relating to previous (non-TERS) UIF claims. It is possible that the individual is suspected of continuing to claim UIF 

benefits whilst having returned to work, and therefore be subject to an overpayment of benefits which would need to be recovered. It is recommended that the employee 

be advised to contact the UIF to determine what the reasons are, and were necessary, to provide the information sought to resolve the issue.  
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Q: I have a staff member that had some issue with Home Affairs.  She brought me a letter from Home Affairs saying that there was a mistake and she had 2 ID numbers, they 

have now cancelled the one and she has a different number now than the one I used for her PAYE and previous TERS claims 

In the first instance, please re-capture the TERS claims with the correct ID number. You cannot “update” an ID number on the system therefore delete the incorrect record 

and recapture from scratch. Notify SARS of the error and update the records held by them for PAYE to enable alignment of records and verification. In similar cases, where 

an ID or passport number has been captured incorrectly, please delete incorrect record and re-capture from scratch outstanding claims, taking care to use the right ID or 

passport number to enable verification. 

Q: When using CSV, and get no Employees found in the payment status, why? 

It appears that the CSV upload has failed, likely due to an error in the formatting of the data within it. No notification is generated by the TERS portal upon learning of the 

errors. You will need to assume that if the employee data does not pull through within 48 – 72 hours from upload that there is a problem. If possible, capture the claims 

manually as this is the safest route to ensure they are captured on the TERS portal and can be processed. If the number is too large, then you need to carefully check that you 

have followed all formatting instructions. Typical problems include:- Date formats. Must be DD-MMM-YYYY (25-JUN-2020) or Rand value formats. Must be 3500.00 (numbers 

and not accountancy mode). 

Q: I have declared my Foreign Nationals on the digital UI19, however, this spreadsheet does not make provision for their Passport numbers. Unless I am missing something?  

My submission was rejected. Ironically, these individuals have received payment in previous applications. What do we need to do to get them paid? 

Foreign Nationals cannot be declared any other way except via uFiling. This is because the Siyaya (UIF) database is unable to handle anything but 13-digit ID numbers. This 

means that even if you have been submitting eDecs monthly from your payroll, all Foreign Nationals must be re-declared via uFiling. Verification of individuals only began 

from August onwards and so payments for unprocessed periods prior to, and subsequent, have now been subject to verification. Without successful verification including 

uFiling (UIF declaration) AND one of the following SARS and/or Dept of Home Affairs, foreign nationals will not be paid.  

Q: We have an issue of incorrect UIF Declared Salary in March 2020 where amounts do not correspond with what we have paid to the employee which results to 

overpayment/underpayment to some employees and Foreign Nationals with no declared salary at all. How do we resolve this? 

As per above, the Siyaya system cannot pull any records relating to Foreign Nationals therefore no declarations information is captured in Siyaya despite you sending it 

monthly. For those where errors occur, please ensure that you review your payroll set-up so that you correct any data errors and ensure that all months’ declarations have 

been corrected and accurately represent what is/has been paid. This is essential, not just for TERS, but to ensure that credit information per employee is accurate for future 

when employees may need to claim benefits. To correct now, please update and re-submit the eDecs file for that month and send to UIF via the normal channels. This should 

update the information on UIF side and help to resolve these issues.  
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Q: We have an instance where UIF advised the employee that the reason they are not paid TERS yet is because the surname is spelled incorrectly.  We have double checked 

the spelling of the surname against the ID as well as how it is recorded on TERS Online and all is correct.  How do we resolve this problem? 

To my knowledge there is no verification of names against ID except for bank verification for payment. IF this employee is scheduled to be paid directly by the UIF then it 

might be that their surname is spelled incorrectly at the bank, or that they have not updated their surname (post marriage or divorce) with you/the bank. IF they are set to 

be paid via the employer then it seems that the information being received from the Call Centre is inaccurate.  

Q: What happens to employees who qualify for TERS but were told to apply for Normal UIF when the UIF repeatedly said that TERS would be discontinued after 15 October 

2020? Prior to President Ramaphosa’s announcement on 11 Feb 2021 that TERS would in fact be continued, employees were paid Normal UIF for the period from 16 October 

2020. When we requested the UIF to stop Normal UIF so that we could instead claim TERS, it took the UIF 3 weeks to do so and by then our employees had been paid Normal 

UIF for almost 5 months. When we requested that the Normal UIF credits be reversed because we legally qualified for TERS, we were told by Mr Shaka Dladla, a senior 

manager at the UIF, that it is “too difficult” to do. We subsequently re-applied for Normal UIF and have been paid until the end of June 2021. Now it has just been announced 

that TERS will in fact continue until 25 July 2021.  HOW DO WE GET UIF CREDITS BACK THAT WERE UNNECESSARILY USED when we were told to claim Normal UIF? 

This matter has been raised formally and will be followed up with the UIF.  

Q: What can we do if we were not able to submit the claims after May 2020 due to a lack of response / assistance for the call centre? 

You should lodge a formal dispute, including evidence of your attempts to get technical assistance from the UIF. They should unfairly stop you from accessing claim periods 

for which you have affected/eligible employees.  

Q: How do I fix error message: “Employee do not qualify for TERS payments - no contribution received by SARS.”  All EMP201's are up to date and we do have our Tax Clearance 

Certificate 

Perhaps these are employees who have only recently joined your company, i.e. post March 2020. The UIF’s current business rules look backwards from Mar 2020 – March 

2019 to find employees paid against your PAYE number. This issue has been raised and the business rule is supposed to be changed to accommodate all declarations of 

individuals within the March 2019 – current period given that the volatility of the sector has resulted in individuals moving employers etc. 

Q: I'm currently getting an error message when applying for TERS as follows: "The Entity is registered with SARS under "Other Food service activities" class, which is not a 

qualified sector Category for TERS payment" - What does this mean when our SARS code is 56109 Other Restaurant and mobile food service activities 

This doesn’t make sense as the category which they say you’re listed under SHOULD be part of the sectors covered. This will be raised with UIF to get their list reviewed and 

updated (if necessary). The only alternative currently would be to submit a Sector Appeal for consideration so that you can be approved and enabled to access TERS portal. 
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Q: I have also received an error message on the TERS system “ data quality error”  - TERS help line not responding to logged query. I have been battling and phoning every 

day, they say it is a System error and I must wait. Waiting now for 3 months for both periods. 

This is a technical error on the backend of the TERS portal which needs to be cleared by the ICT team. It is unacceptable that you have waited so long to get assistance. This 

will be escalated as part of the Ops challenges.  

Q: I have also changed the SIC Code on SARS yet the TERS site says something else and won’t allow me to claim – why? 

Unfortunately the UIF has not received updated SIC code database listings from SARS. They are still working from the original download. We have requested that they get 

this from SARS to avoid unnecessary frustration and extra work regarding sector appeals. Presently, your only alternative is to submit a Sector Appeal. 

Q: Why is the "UIF declared salary" used to calculate employees’ payment, as opposed to the gross salaries entered. This results in what I perceive as an "overpayment." 

For Phase 1 periods, i.e. Mar 2020 – 15 Oct 2020 claims, the UIF compared the Gross Salary submitted with TERS claim against the UIF Declared Salary from March 2020. It 

used the lower of the two to calculate benefits. This was done to avoid potential inflation of salaries by employers claiming TERS. However, from Phase 2 periods, 16 October 

onwards, the UIF now calculates the “6-month average” and lists this as a the “UIF Declared Salary”. The UIF uses this to determine the TERS payable as they believe this to 

be a fairer reflection given that many, especially in hospitality sectors, have variable income due to gratuities etc.  

Q: I would like to know what has changed with the claims process to now allow UIF to pay individuals as opposed to employers.  How will refunds to UIF, if necessary, work? 

TERS has always enabled three methods of payment: to Employers, Employees, or via Bargaining Council. The new extension directive specifies that UIF TERS will be paid to 

employees unless the Employer has paid advances and provides proof thereof when applying for TERS. This is in reaction to the many complaints from employees that they 

have not received their TERS despite it being paid to employers. Should UIF discover that an employee was overpaid for TERS then an overpayment will be raised against the 

individual’s ID and in future, when claiming for TERS benefits, they will have to repay overpayment before qualifying for UIF benefit relief.  

Q: I would also like to know why the media does not get honest feedback due to hold ups and the call centre loves to blame the employer for not doing what we should do, 

it is adding a lot more pressure on employers when things are completely out of our hands and all we are told is there is no turnaround time.  

It is unfortunate indeed! Sadly there is a lack of capacity within the UIF and this has resulted in major delays being experienced across all processes and queries. It is agreed 

that a failure to stipulate (and be accountable to) turnaround times is unacceptable.  

Q: I am locked out of U-Filing.  Reason unknown. Have taken it up with UIF via 0800030007 nr at least 5 times.  Never had a response.  My UI19 forms were rejected due to 

some format issue.  I need help but no one has ever contacted me.  Please help. 

As shared by Mr Ragavaloo there are uFiling Champions set up in each province to support employers. He has offered the contact details which is attached hereto. Please 

reach out to the person nominated to assist employers in your area. 
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Q: I have submitted through UIF Ters Online System twice and received a response successful submitted. Sits on the UIF System for 2 days and then comes up no employees. 

I have Submitted CSV file 3 times and all 3 times received response it is completed correctly. Nothing.... Then I lodged an appeal and still waiting for the link to be e-mailed to 

me so I can submit documents. every week I phone, told I must wait for backlog to be cleared. Still trying to submit Oct - Dec. I cannot apply for any other months as there is 

an open appeal system says I need to upload proof of previous payment. 

It appears that you’re experiencing problems with the formatting of your CSV file. Where possible I recommend uploading the claims manually per individual. If this is not 

possible due to volume, then you need to check the formatting. There are usually problems with date and number formatting. You can apply for later periods without waiting 

for earlier periods – simply follow the process and when asked to upload proof of payment for previous TERS period simply upload a letterhead stating the challenges you’re 

experiencing and commit to meeting MOA requirements to pay out TERS benefits to employees once received.  

Q: If we have not contributed to UIF since March 2020, can we still claim? 

If the failure to contribute is related to the fact that affected employees were not earning, then you would be eligible to claim for these employees as they are listed as 

contributors. You should still however lodge monthly UIF declarations, declaring zero earnings and corresponding zero contributions. The UIF will be able to pick up these 

employees and the corresponding zero EMP201 declarations to SARS as well. If the lack of contributions is due to non-compliance, then this needs to be rectified to avoid 

prejudicing employees.  

Q: Our staff are struggling and have families not employed which impacts them, we are therefore committed to paying our employees even though we are in conference with 

NO income and taking a big loss. How can we not be able to claim for at least some of it to be compensated by UIF for the business to survive. 

TERS is an employee relief scheme and employees who are not working/earning due to Covid-19 related restrictions are eligible to claim. IF your business has not been 

operating and employees not working/working full-time, then you have essentially made ‘ex-gratia’ payments to these employees. You would thus be able to claim TERS and 

off-set the TERS received against the advance/ex-gratia payments made to employees. IF employees have been rendering services/working and being paid for this time, 

regardless of whether your business is generating income (sufficient income) then you would not be eligible to claim for TERS.  

Q: We have declared our  UIF on a monthly basis but UIF declared salary on UIF system is different from what payroll submits, why? 

IF you’re relating to the extension periods, i.e. 16 October onwards, then the difference is because what is termed “UIF Declared Salary” is in fact the average of the 6 months 

utilised to determine benefits. IF you are referring to periods prior to 15 October 2020 then you are suggested to review the monthly declarations submitted to TERS and to 

correct if they are not an accurate reflection of payroll.  

Q: We had an employee who was on maternity leave in March 2020 and returned to work in May. TERS uses March 2020 to verify income. In her case it is minimal and does 

not reflect the true value of her salary. What can we do to claim TERS against her real Salary value? 

This is a classic example of someone being incorrectly assessed for TERS. Unfortunately, you need to follow the Dispute process and lodge one, together with supporting 

documentation that shows her normal salary and confirms her maternity etc. Disputes must be lodged via a link received from Call Centre.  
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Q: We received TERS for both periods of Oct - Dec and Jan - Mar, but the benefits to the employees varied to that of the previous periods received. Majority of employees 

received less than the previous periods and we are not sure why if all the information captured were the same information previously captured. 

For the extension periods, the UIF is calculating the benefits on the “UIF Declared Salary” which is determined as a 6-month average. Therefore employees may receive 

more/less than previous periods depending on this value. It is also possible that individuals who are earning the same ‘normal salary’ currently, may have a different average 

given their historical employment. If you're unsure, do yourself a quick calculation of the UIF Declared Salary (extrapolated for the 2.5 month claim period) and subtract the 

employees’ remuneration for the period, and you will see a correlation between the loss and what was paid in TERS, up to max TERS benefit payable for period. 

Q: I have 2 employees not yet paid for Phase 2 (15 Oct to 31 Dec 2020) and (1 Jan to 15 Mar 2021) - 1 says employee is not declared - I have sent proof of declaration and still 

not corrected on TERS portal. The other says employee earning is more or equal to 100% salary - I have sent proof of earnings and declarations to show that this is not the 

case and still has not been rectified. Please assist??? 

The declaration issue can only be corrected by declaring via digital UI19, uFiling or eDecs. The “employee earning more or equal to normal salary” error could be related to 

comparison with UIF Declared Salary, and not the value you’ve put in the TERS claim. This cannot be resolved except to submit a formal dispute and supporting documentation. 

Q: We applied for TERS sector appeal on 6 April, sent all relevant info numerous times to various email addresses, call centre etc.....  very frustrating as no feedback from 

appeal team..... its nearly 4 months …. tour operator (tourism sector). What do we do? 

It is disappointing indeed. It is recommended that you re-submit your sector appeal via the call centre (link shared) as it is possible they have not received your original 

documents. You can also check on the TERS portal to see if you’ve been approved by choosing “Other-approved” on the SIC code dropdown – if you’ve been approved then 

it will allow you to enter and make your claim. 

Q: We are in tourist industry . We were granted the 2 TERS extension from Oct to March  (not yet paid) Will we be able to apply for next TERS extension? 

Yes, any sector appeals which were approved for the first extension will automatically carry forward for the 4-week claim period, i.e.: 28 June – 25 July 2021. When requested 

to submit proof of payment of previous TERS benefits to employees, you can simply upload a letterhead that confirms you’ve not yet received payment but will transfer to 

employees as per MOA as too as it is received from UIF.  

Q: We submitted a discrepancy for 1 July 2020 to 15 August 2020. The error says salary change received send declaration to accommodate salary.'' what do we need to do? 

You will need to ensure that your UIF declarations correspond to the salary information you’ve provided. If you’ve previously made an error, you need to resubmit your 

uFiling, digital UI19 or eDecs monthly UIF declaration to the UIF for the period in question. 
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Q: What are the TERS rules for pay outs. We have employees that we paid R8 even after the correct salaries were submitted. How do we fix UIF declared salaries when the 

UIF has different amounts compared to payroll? 

TERS benefit amounts are determined firstly by assessing the max benefit payable (based on normal salary/UIF declared salary). Then, the UIF assesses how much the 

individual received for working during the period and will pay the loss of earnings up to the maximum TERS benefit payable amount. A small payment could be because the 

UIF declared salary being significantly less than ‘normal salary’ and therefore lowering the loss of income for period, or it could relate to what is left after a previous TERS 

benefit overpayment is recovered from the UIF. If the declared salaries are incorrect then you need to re-submit the monthly declarations to the UIF via either digital UI19, 

uFiling or eDecs.  

Q: Who can we escalate disputes to? As we receive no feedback from call centre or relevant emails addresses. Employees have not received payment since June 2020. 

Disputes should be lodged via the Call Centre. If you advise you wish to lodge a dispute, they are obligated to provide you with a link from which to submit your dispute form 

and supporting documentation.  

 

ERROR CODES PROBLEM/REASON ACTION REQUIRED 

Employee do not qualify for TERS payments. No 
declaration as contributor is made to the UIF after Feb 
2019 

The employee might be newly employed (post March 
2020) and is not coming up when UIF checks its Siyaya 
database => monthly UIF declarations. 

Ensure the employee has been declared with UIF and 
that contributions have been paid. If no contribution 
liable (no earnings) then submit “nil declarations” for 
the employee for applicable months.  

ID No. is On Hold on the UIF  Database  
 

There is a pending investigation relating to previous UIF 
benefits claims for this individual, e.g. overpayment of 
benefit.  

No action on employer side. If employee is anxious, 
they can be directed to contact UIF to determine issue 
and resolve.  

Employee do not qualify for TERS payments. No 
contribution received by SARS. 

The employee might be newly employed (post March 
2020) and is not coming up when UIF checks the SARS 
records.  

Ensure the employee has been declared with SARS 
under your PAYE number. UIF is revising this business 
rule to look at periods from March 2019 – current.  

Applicant qualifies for no payment after reviewing 
discrepancy.  

UIF has reviewed the information provided and based 
on its calculations, no difference in TERS payment is 
determined, i.e. what was originally paid is all due. 

Nothing. This claim is not going to receive any further 
TERS benefit for that specific claim period. 

No Payment found for the ID to raise discrepancy This individual has not yet been paid any TERS for this 
claim period. Discrepancies only used to correct a 
previous incorrect payment. 

Find the original TERS claim for the period (under 
“Saved Employee”) and make corrections to salary or 
remuneration received data, as necessary to enable 
assessment, processing and payment of TERS benefit. 
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ERROR CODES PROBLEM/REASON ACTION REQUIRED 

TERS integration with financial system could not be 
done 

Occurs for the individuals once TERS benefits are 
calculated, but couldn’t be paid due to either: 

- Holds (related to previous UIF benefits recovery); 
or 

- employer bank verification status is unverified, 
and payment cannot be processed. 

 

In case of employer bank verification issues, employer 
should contact the Call Centre and request manual 
bank verification. Complete the process following steps 
as per Call Centre.   

Applicant qualifies for no payment after settlement of 
Overpayment from previous benefit.  

The individual has been calculated to have received an 
overpayment of TERS benefits for a previous period.   

No action on employer side unless you have refunded 
the overpayment to the UIF already. In which case, you 
are required to have completed the Refund Template 
and submit to UIF specifying the amount per individual 
so that it can be reconciled and updated on the TERS 
portal.   

Salary change received. Send Declaration to 
accommodate salary change. 

This relates to updated salary information being 
received, usually on Discrepancy Claim. Before 
processing can take place, UIF requires employer to 
update the relevant UIF declaration.  

Update the UIF declaration for the period to reflect the 
updated salary. For claims pre-Oct 2020, this means 
updating March 2020 declarations, for those post, UIF 
Declared Salary is a 6-month average which is used. 

APPLICANT HAS AN ACTIVE CLAIM WITH THE UIF UIF records show that this individual has an active 
claim, i.e. maternity, illness or other benefit.  

IF the employee has returned from maternity leave, for 
example, a digital UI19 should be submitted (or 
updated on uFiling/eDecs) confirming the return to 
work date.  

Salary received during shutdown period is more or 
equal to the Normal Salary 

This individual does not qualify to receive TERS as they 
are determined (by UIF) not to have suffered income 
loss for the period.  

Check the UIF Declared Salary value as this may be 
lower than what you’ve submitted as “normal salary”. 
If this is incorrect, i.e. it was for a period when the 
individual was on maternity (therefore portion of 
salary) then a Dispute needs to be lodged via Call Centre 
with supporting documentation submitted to correct. 

 


